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Secure access ecosystem for
mobile workers and branch offices
We’ve created a secure access ecosystem that delivers
comprehensive, automated security across head offices,
branches and remote workers.
As the world rapidly adapts
to new ways of working,
businesses are challenged
with how to support change
with digital transformation,
while also minimize the risk
to the business.
Businesses are looking for
technology solutions to
address a rapid increase of
mobile workers, the sudden
need for additional branch
offices, the continued
adoption of cloud, as well as
data security and the growing
enforcement of governance,
risk and compliance laws.
Security cannot be overlooked
With people, assets, data and
applications in disparate and
continuously changing locations,
a new approach to security is required.

Native security seen in traditional
networking solutions, IoT devices,
cloud solutions and applications are not
enough and when secured in isolation,
can leave gaps in a security posture.
This often leads to security teams
adopting multiple vendors, tools,
technologies and processes to keep
the business secure, a more complex
operating environment and more risk.

Common questions from
IT and Security Leaders
When determining the best way forward,
IT and security leaders need to ask
themselves:
• What is my business’s risk-profile?
• How can IT and Security teams
support the business need, while
minimizing cyber-risk?
• Is there a way to address security
holistically, rather than through
point solutions?
• How can I ensure my cybersecurity
posture is agile and intelligent,
in relation to a dynamic global
environment?

A secure access ecosystem
with NTT and Palo Alto
Networks
NTT and Palo Alto Networks have
developed a secure access ecosystem
that leverages:
• NTT Ltd.’s intelligence-driven security
services and secure by design
approach
• Palo Alto Networks’ industry-leading
technology
• A combined pool of global security
experts
to deliver comprehensive, automated
security solutions across head offices,
branches and mobile workers and
aligned to your business outcomes.

Nearly 60% of all
knowledge workers in the
US are working remotely.
Netskope ‘Remote Work Increasing
Exponentially Due to COVID-19

Software-defined WAN
(SD-WAN) adoption
is increasing at a rate
of 84.7%
NTT Ltd. 2020 Global Network Insights Report
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Our complete solution
A business’s users, network and corporate assets don’t exist in isolation. Our solution takes into account that they are deeply
interconnected and addresses the security requirements in one, complete solution.

NTT Ltd. and Palo Alto Networks’ iSASE solution for secure employees and branches

How it all comes together
Solution

Overview

NTT’s Security Consulting Services

We help you to visualize and execute successful security programs for your
infrastructure and mobile users, in line with your business’s risk tolerance.

Palo Alto Networks Prisma Access

Prisma Access helps organizations embrace cloud and mobility by providing
networking and network security services from the cloud (SASE).

NTT’s Managed Security Services

Threat detection with advanced analytics, threat intelligence and incident
reporting validated by skilled security analysts. Policy management of Prisma
Access ensures SASE capabilities are provided in a reliable and secure fashion.

About NTT Ltd.
7 Global R&D Centers

More than USD 100 million
invested in cybersecurity
R&D and innovation

More than 9.5TB of
security data analysed daily

More than 2000 security
specialists

Cross-technology architectures
to ensure clients are secure
by design

Leader in the IDC MarketScape:
Worldwide Managed Security
Services (MSS) 2020
Vendor Assessment

About Palo Alto Networks
85 of the Fortune 500 and
63% of the Global 2000 rely
on Palo Alto Networks

Ranked a leader in
Gartner Magic Quadrant
for Enterprise Network

62,000 customers
in 150+ countries

Experienced team
of more than 5,100
employees worldwide
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